


Small Luxury Hotels of the World™ (SLH) is the most
desirable community of independently minded travellers
and independently spirited hotels in the world. We’ve
personally visited, verified and vetted every single one of our
520 hotels in more than 90 countries – each one is anti-chain
and anti-same. With just 50 rooms on average, SLH
properties are able to offer secluded, discrete options with
the highest standards of luxury and guest wellbeing. From
rustic fishermen's huts and woodland treehouses to
rainforest retreats, alpine chalets and desert-style 'dude'
ranches, no two stays are the same in our characterful
collection of intimate spaces in unusual places.

ABOUT SLH
For the Independently Minded 



520 HOTELS IN 90+
COUNTRIES



Americas - 67 Properties
Africa - 13 Properties 
Asia - 81 Properties 
Australasia - 11 Properties
Caribbean - 18 Properties 
Europe -  336 Properties 
Indian Ocean - 11 Properties
Middle East - 4 Properties 

OUR COLLECTION



THE AMERICAS
Overview

Modern cities, ancient cultures, iconic landmarks and
incredible landscapes – the Americas are as vibrant and
varied as life itself. From the Empire State Building to the
Golden Gate Bridge, America is big on must-see sights and
must-have luxury. Discover the continent’s wild side in
tropical Costa Rica and inspiring Argentina. Or get off the
beaten track and climb volcanoes, watch whales, or laze on
picture-perfect beaches in Mexico. The Americas may be
vast, but from the luxury of your small, boutique hotel
everything’s within easy reach.

Properties in North, Central and South America.
 





Wherever you travel in Africa, you’ll wake each day to a
myriad of sights and sounds. Imagine listening out for the
elephant’s call from a luxury camp in Kenya, surrounded by
amber plains and world-famous mountains. Or taking in the
snake charmer’s spellbinding melodies in a Morocco medina.
Then there are the white sands of Tanzania’s ‘Spice Island’
and green hills of South Africa’s Winelands to discover. City
stay or country retreat, Africa promises a vivid backdrop for
a boutique break.

Properties in Egypt, Morocco, South Africa, and more!

AFRICA
Overview





The land of ancient cultures and dreamlike scenery, with
buzzing cities and all-to-yourself beaches. The only limit to
an escape to Asia is your imagination. In Thailand, golden
temples and colourful markets beckon you away from white
sands and calm, clear seas. China and Japan offer the chance
to discover time-honoured customs and spellbinding views
from your luxury boutique hotel. While Malaysia and
Indonesia have towering rainforests brimming with wildlife
and coral reefs beneath the waves – heaven for explorers.

Properties in China, Japan, Singapore, Thailand, and more!

ASIA
Overview





AUSTRALASIA 
Overview

Gorges, glaciers, great barrier reefs – this is the home of jaw-
dropping landscapes. One trip might see you in the rainforest
in Australia, the next sipping world-class wines in a New
Zealand vineyard. In between you could find yourself
seeking out Aboriginal cave paintings, going to world-class
festivals, or kicking back on a retreat to French Polynesia or
the Cook Islands. Amongst all this epic scenery you’ll find
small, boutique hotels – from eco-luxury lodges and off-the-
beaten-track hideaways to cool urban sanctuaries.

Properties in Australia, Fiji, New Zealand, and more! 





CARIBBEAN 
Overview

With thousands of tropical islands ringed by sapphire seas,
it’s easy to see what makes the Caribbean such an irresistible,
luxury escape. Explore the lush rainforest in the Dominican
Republic. Discover Puerto Rico’s hillside forts and tabletop
mountains on horseback. Dive among shipwrecks and
vibrant coral gardens in Antigua. Hop from one pink-sand
beach to the next in the Bahamas. Or simply relax in a
hammock as you sway to the gentle breeze and calypso beats
of Barbados. Such a diverse collection of islands – and
boutique hotels – lets you be as lively or as laid-back as you
wish.

Properties in the Bahamas, Greater Antilles, and Lesser
Antilles!





EUROPE
Overview

Rich with culture and natural beauty, Europe has inspired
poets and painters for centuries. You could follow
Hemingway’s footsteps through Spain – the land of fiestas
and football, laid-back cities and buzzing beach resorts.
While a trip to the United Kingdom or France could see you
in centuries-old spa towns and tucked-away boutique hotels
– or the metropolitan architecture and fashion capitals that
tell a different story. Greece blends classical sites with chic
island retreats, and the legendary landmarks of Italy are just
one side of ‘la bella vita’. 

Properties in Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, and so much
more!





Emerald hills, turquoise seas, white shores – the Indian
Ocean is about far-flung hideaways and barefoot luxury.
Arriving in the Maldives by seaplane promises an
unforgettable view of these small, but stunning island jewels.
Mauritian market stalls piled high with mangoes and spices
are a sight to behold – if you can tear yourself away from the
idyllic beaches. While gazing at Sri Lanka’s misty mountains,
ancient temples and tea-covered hills from a boutique hotel
is sheer bliss.

Properties in the Maldives, Sri Lanka, and Seychelles!

INDIAN OCEAN
Overview





The Middle East is a land rooted in tradition, yet looking to
the future. Here, a luxury break in Israel might see you
walking in the footsteps of medieval knights, or seeking out
trend-setting bars and clubs. In Lebanon, chic beach resorts
are the place to unwind after a day exploring modern art
galleries and archaeological treasures. While Saudi Arabia is
perfect for indulging in retail therapy – or even watching
traditional camel racing – before retreating to your boutique
hotel. 

MIDDLE EAST
Overview

https://slh.com/middle-east/israel
https://slh.com/middle-east/lebanon
https://slh.com/middle-east/saudi-arabia




DISCOVER UNIQUE
DESTINATIONS



OUR HOTEL TYPES
Unique Destinations

Adults Only
Adventure & Activity 

All-Inclusive
Beach Resorts

City Center
Luxury Country

Pet-Friendly
Private Island

Ski Resorts
Wine Experiences 

Family Friendly
Golf Resorts
Historical 

Lake and Waterfront 
Michelin Starred Restaurants

Modern Designs 
Rooftops

Spa Resorts
UNESCO Sites

Wildlife & Safari




